
(after Vahni's reading) 

shattered dynamics, 
 the 

patterns on archaic & future hous 
-ing , what we had been  
tuned::   billboards, latinate, etc. 

the scope of purity & such myths / your 
aggression utterly 
entrancing to 
-night, – 

think the trails of roving & vicious girls  
            most detested & what we’ve been dreaming for 

centuries 

          // the light on the bridges above the 
          city suspicion in beauty 

          , the kind that is turned against us 
          but is / is 

such remarks of the english, their  
freshly brutal nation soak 
‘d in a self-pity we will not call  
hysteria / the hysterical  
a domain from which we witness,, 

           you are weapon as you reflect / to 
           put breath & its emerge 
           -nt body in the line  



cleaves & switches of the blasted 
cities of our living, th- 

                 rough fabric of our thighs /confrontation 
of its seas / edged in 
dominant provident  

/ 'tecture of colony sky 
unbroke bitter  

our softsteel english  
shoes / beauty potent in cobble 
/ fend off all satistics / a  

book of ourselves, in living. 

of violence/violating, residing in 
the rust of its histories, emotions & 
common grammar // sense on which 
their country is to be continued	

[11.11.2016] 



  for what we may be 
the left from a future torched, 

     working to deeper life 
, we: lost girls, broken femmes / deviant 
aching spines & flesh, 

built on the shuttered mouths of rape apologists 
            , vibrantly storms but does not just march, all  

fed, a collective support  
of all possible skins / builds   
conceptions & homelines to [ [ 

 undercommon post 
 -poning the fresh govern 

       -ance of recognition / siren clawing 
up the street, teaches an ftp through all 

   action,, feels beyond the future 
ruling fascists store for us / eyes 
closed on its corpses / present 

 in tonight’s dreams, the dead left  
do not want us to love as much as this 

, we:  anxious girls, slept debt, 
certain siblings, on call to the street 
, bandagers, we gossiped / kissed through our repressions abet 
vicious nights, an urgent existence fleets 
into & out of these burning days 





         [* wire-flesh striated h/ours, fatigued 
  ,  laughing by the sunscape 

   all broadcast mixture & deadlines, distant 
friends, lack steps cognize the 

        the music of y/our speech 

broken lines of managers, de 
-tached & dematerialised / as you pro 
-tected the water [\ roved beyond all safety all fear –– 

of what labours had made us hard 
, self-effacing  ,  

assertive in the inverse of the 
meanings we were taught  , 

    balance your escapism  , we 
put the trust back in the skills 

of girlhood , -vox & -gaze 

            scenes from futures decom 
            mission’d / cirrus scatter 

they demolished responsibilities, down 
-sized with the wish / supremacist,  
rhetorics of action, how  
easy runs government negating us & itself 
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